To honor Chancellor-Emerita Dorothy Horrell, PhD, ThinqStudio has established a special Faculty Fellow position, the Dorothy Horrell Scholar @ Large.

In accordance with Dr. Horrell’s wishes, the Scholar-at-Large will communicate with the entire CU Denver campus and beyond. The Fellowship will emphasize collaborative inquiry—imagined broadly and shared broadly, possibly through alternative media that engage audiences outside of academia. In Dr. Horrell’s words, the Scholar @ Large will elevate “CU Denver’s profile as a leader in imagining and instituting innovations in educational practices.”

If you have questions or would like to apply, contact Dennis DeBay, ThinqStudio Director.

- **Eligibility:** All CU Denver rostered faculty
- **Applications** will be due by May 31, 2022
- **Term of Fellowship:** fall and spring semesters of academic year 2022-2023
- **Award:**
  o A recipient who fulfills the expectations of the Fellowship will receive $10,000 in late April of their second term
  o Recipients may use the award as salary, professional development funds, a course buyout, or a combination of these options. Arrangements for a course buyout must be made by recipients with their primary units; fund transfers will be made as needed.
- **Expectations:**
  o Present at ThinqStudio’s annual unconference
  o Conduct a ThinqStudio workshop or event
  o Participate in most ThinqStudio’s activities for the academic year
  o Seek out conversations with ThinqStudio Faculty Fellows, current and alumni, to share ideas, guide, and possibly collaborate with them
  o Fulfill the goals of the recipient’s proposal
- **Proposals will include:**
  o Candidates’ credentials and experience pertinent to their proposal
  o Content could include:
    ▪ What contributions will your project make to CU Denver? On what experience here at CU Denver do you base this goal?
    ▪ What are your relevant research interests?
    ▪ How might you disseminate this work and to whom?
    ▪ What will success look like? What do you hope to learn? What sorts of broad impacts do you hope to have?
    ▪ How does this project align with and advance ThinqStudio’s mission to encourage and support innovative and inclusive learning and teaching?
- **Criteria for evaluation:**
Alignment of projects to ThinqStudio’s mission and values, including critical and inclusive pedagogy
Alignment of projects to CU Denver’s needs and opportunities as outlined in its Strategic Plan
Imaginativeness and likelihood to advance learning and community within CU Denver’s diverse population
Candidates’ experience and qualifications to fulfill their projects